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ABSTRACT

We propose a method for delivering error-resilient video from

wireless camera networks in a distributed fashion over lossy

channels. Our scheme is based on distributed source cod-

ing that exploits inter-view correlation among cameras with

overlapping views. The main focus in this work is on ro-

bustness which is imminently needed in a wireless setting.

The proposed approach has low encoding complexity, is ro-

bust while satisfying tight latency constraints, and requires

no inter-camera communication. Our system is built on and

is a multi-camera extension of PRISM[1], an earlier proposed

single-camera distributed video compression system. Decoder

motion search, a key attribute of single-camera PRISM, is

extended to the multi-view setting by using estimated scene

depth information when it is available. In particular, dense

stereo correspondence and view synthesis are utilized to gen-

erate side-information. When combined with decoder motion

search, our proposed method can be made insensitive to small

errors in camera calibration, disparity estimation and view

synthesis. In experiments over a simulated wireless channel,

the proposed approach achieves up to 2.1 dB gain in PSNR

over a system using H.263+ with forward error correction.

Index Terms— Robustness, multi-view, video compres-

sion, sensor networks, distributed video compression

1. INTRODUCTION
The practical deployment of wireless camera networks is re-

liant on a robust infrastructure capable of delivering accurate

video streams from the network. The combination of oper-

ating in a wireless environment and implementing on sensor

mote platforms presents challenges such as bandwidth con-

straints, lossy channels, low computational capabilities and

limited energy supply. This has motivated preliminary work

by the authors in the development of methods for compressing

and transmitting video from multiple wireless camera sensors

in a robust and distributed fashion while minimizing trans-

mission costs and computational complexity [2].

In this work, we explore further in this vein and investi-

gate the use of estimated scene depth information when it is
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available at the decoder. This, in conjunction with view syn-

thesis, allows us to generate decoder side-information. We

also present experimental results demonstrating the superior-

ity of our method over plausible simulcast methods, in which

the video stream at each camera is coded and decoded inde-

pendently without using any interview correlations.

2. RELATED WORK
Prior work on distributed compression of multi-view videos

has focused on compression gains. One approach combined

distributed source coding with distributed block correspon-

dence tracking [3], but did not exploit any temporal redun-

dancy in experimental studies. Other works have used Wyner-

Ziv video coding [4] with a fusion of side-information gener-

ated by both temporal and view interpolation [5, 6]. However,

the use of feedback is critical in [6], and may not be suitable

for certain applications which either demand low latency or

do not allow for a feedback channel. Furthermore, their use

of an affine scene model may not be sufficiently accurate for

complicated scenes.

These works also rely on the assumption of a lossless

transmission of video data from individual cameras. As packet

drops are to be expected in wireless networks, any data com-

pression and transmission system should be robust in the face

of errors. In prior work, we have studied how cameras with

overlap provide redundancy that can also be potentially har-

vested for error resilience [2]. While we work on generaliz-

ing the PRISM framework [1, 7], there have been other ap-

proaches in the literature that use distributed source coding

concepts for error resilient video coding [8, 4].

3. APPROACH
In previous work, we extended the PRISM framework, as de-

scribed by Majumdar et al. [7], to the multi-view setting by

using epipolar geometry (which governs the constraint on a

single point imaged in two views [9]) to constrain decoder

disparity search [2]. In this work, we also made use of dense

stereo correspondence and view synthesis when possible to

generate side-information for decoder search.

3.1. PRISM overview
The PRISM codec is based on the principles of distributed

source coding [1]. Lossy source coding with decoder side-
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(a) Encoder block diagram

(b) Decoder block diagram

Fig. 1. System block diagrams.

information is dealt with by the Wyner-Ziv theorem [10], but

their results are non-constructive and asymptotic in nature. A

practical approach was proposed by Pradhan and Ramchan-

dran [11] and subsequently applied to video coding [1, 12].

The main features of PRISM that are useful in this work are

low encoder complexity, use of distributed source coding and

decoder motion search. PRISM has demonstrated exceptional

robustness to drift while requiring no feedback [7].

Figure 1 shows the block diagrams for the PRISM en-

coder and decoder. Each video frame is divided into non-

overlapping 8x8 blocks. Let �X denote the current block to be

encoded, and let �Y be �X’s best predictor block in the refer-

ence frame. The correlation structure is such that �X = �Y + �Z,

where �Z denotes the innovations process. A suitable channel

code that is matched to �Z is used to partition the quantized

codeword space of �X , and the syndrome of quantized �X is

transmitted [11]. No motion estimation is performed at the

encoder. Instead, a simple classifier based on frame difference

is used to estimate the statistics of �Z and hence determine the

rate used to send the syndrome. In theory, the decoder should

choose a predictor that is jointly typical with �X [13]. In prac-

tice, a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) on the quantized �X
is also computed and sent. The decoder searches over can-

didate predictors and attempts to decode using the received

syndrome and the candidate predictor as side-information. If

the CRC of the decoded sequence checks out, decoding is as-

sumed to be successful.

3.2. Decoder disparity search
Decoder motion search is used in single-camera PRISM to

generate candidate predictors for decoding. If predictors in

the temporal reference frame are corrupted due to packet drops,

but the block to be reconstructed is visible from another cam-

era view, then one way of generating alternative predictors

from that view is by sampling blocks along the epipolar line

as illustrated in Figure 2. We will refer to this decoding strat-

egy as PRISM-DS (disparity search) [2].

Fig. 2. Decoder disparity search (PRISM-DS). The dark shaded block in

frame t of camera 1 is to be decoded. Decoder motion search consists of

searching for a predictor in the light shaded area in frame (t − 1) of camera

1, while decoder disparity search consist of searching in the light shaded area

in frame t of camera 2. The striped blocks are examples of predictor blocks.

3.3. Decoder view synthesis search
Decoder disparity search is a simple way of exploiting inter-

camera correlation, since it assumes that a block of pixels in

one view can be well predicted by a block of pixels in an-

other view without any further processing. This implicitly as-

sumes that all pixels in the block have the same disparities. If

an estimate of the scene geometry is available, then together

with view synthesis, we can relax the above assumption. This

would at least in theory lead to generating more refined pre-

dictors that are better correlated with the original block.

View synthesis using dense depth maps has been used in

the past for joint multi-view video compression [14]. In this

work, we investigate the use of view synthesis to generate

predictors for decoding. As illustrated in Figure 3, if the cur-

rent frame at camera C is to be decoded, and assuming that

the current frames from cameras L and R have been decoded

successfully, it is possible to make use of the decoded frames

from cameras L and R to synthesize the frame at camera C. To

decode a block, the decoder would then sample blocks from

a small area around its location in the synthesized frame to

use as predictors. As our experimental results will show, the

ability to perform decoder motion search is critical in allow-

ing the decoder to be robust to small amounts of calibration,

correspondence and interpolation errors.

For specificity, we use a relatively fast and simple stereo

correspondence algorithm based on dynamic programming

[15] to generate a dense depth map from the current decoded

frames at cameras L and R. The estimated depth map is then

used in conjunction with a basic view interpolation method

[16] to generate an estimate of the current frame at camera C.

This will be referred to as PRISM-VS (view synthesis).

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this work, we present two main sets of results. First, we

will show that just decoding off the co-located block in the

view synthesized image is not sufficient for successful decod-

ing; it is essential to be able to search in a small area to ac-

count for inaccurate stereo correspondence and view synthe-
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Fig. 3. Decoder view synthesis search (PRISM-VS). The dark shaded block

in frame t of camera C is to be decoded. Decoder view synthesis search con-

sists of first estimating the scene depth map of camera C by using cameras L

and R, and subsequently synthesizing an interpolated view at the same loca-

tion as camera C. The decoder then searches for a predictor in the light shaded

area in the predicted view of camera C. The striped blocks are examples of

predictor blocks.

sis. Second, we will compare this scheme with the previously

proposed decoder disparity search and other simulcast base-

line methods.

We used multi-view videos (cropped to 320×240, 30 fps)

that were made publicly available by MERL [17], in which

eight cameras were placed along a line, at an inter-camera

distance of 19.5 cm, with optical axes that are perpendicu-

lar to camera displacement. Each camera is assumed to be

transmitting over a separate lossy channel. Simulations used

packet erasures generated using a two-state channel simulator

to capture the bursty nature of lossy wireless channels, with

a “good” state packet erasure rate of 0.5% and “bad” state

packet erasure rate of 50%. All tests were carried out on a

group-of-pictures (GOP) with 25 frames.

4.1. Importance of decoder search in view synthesis
We implemented decoder view synthesis search as described

in Section 3.3. We varied the range of the search size (cen-

tered at the co-located block) at the decoder. The results

shown in Table 1 are for 8% average packet drop rate. As

evident, while decoder view synthesis search does help in

providing error resilience, we see that its performance satu-

rates only at a search range of about ±2 pixels. This suggests

that decoder search is helpful in effectively exploiting side-

information generation via dense stereo correspondence and

view synthesis. Other distributed video coding schemes [8, 4]

code over the entire frame, and hence it would be intractable

to try out all combinations of shifts of all blocks from the

frame predicted by view synthesis.

4.2. Comparison with simulcast schemes
We compare the performance of our proposed schemes, PRISM-

DS and PRISM-VS with the following: (a) single-camera

PRISM which uses only decoder motion search (PRISM); (b)

Motion JPEG1 (MJPEG); (c) H.263+ with forward error cor-

1Simulated by coding all frames as I-frames with a H.263+ encoder. We

used a free version of H.263+ obtained from University of British Columbia

for our simulations.

Table 1. PSNR (dB) with different search ranges (pixels) in decoder view

synthesis search. ’None’ means no decoder view-synthesis search was per-

formed.

Sequence ±3 ±2 ±1 0 None

Ballroom 33.07 33.06 33.03 32.80 32.54

Vassar 35.41 35.41 35.41 35.37 35.37

rection (H.263+FEC); and (d) H.263+ with random intra re-

fresh (H.263+IR). These represent plausible simulcast solu-

tions for multiple cameras.

All test systems used the same total rate of 960 Kbps per

camera view, with a latency constraint of 1 frame. Each frame

is transmitted with 15 packets, with an average packet size of

270 bytes. For H.263+FEC, we used an appropriate fraction

of the rate for FEC, implemented with Reed-Solomon codes,

such that the quality with no data loss matches that of PRISM.

Similarly, we set the intra-refresh rate for H.263+IR such that

the quality with no data loss matches that of PRISM.

Figure 4 shows the quality in PSNR of decoded video

from camera C. In the “Ballroom” sequence, PRISM-DS and

PRISM-VS achieved up to 0.9 dB and 0.4 dB gain in PSNR

over PRISM respectively. Compared to H.263+FEC, PRISM-

DS and PRISM-VS achieved up to 2.5 dB and 2.1 dB gain in

PSNR respectively. In the “Vassar” sequences, both PRISM-

DS and PRISM-VS demonstrated modest gains over PRISM.

For visual comparison, Figure 5 shows a portion of the

frame from the “Ballroom” sequence after a catastrophic loss

event where 60% (reflecting the bursty nature of wireless packet

drops) of the previous frame’s packets were dropped. Both

PRISM-DS and PRISM-VS produced more visually pleasing

reconstruction than the other simulcast schemes.

5. CONCLUSION
In deploying wireless camera networks, it is important to de-

sign transmission systems that take into the account the lossy

nature of wireless communications. We have presented a dis-

tributed video compression scheme for wireless camera net-

works that is not only robust to channel loss, but has low

complexity encoders that are highly suitable for implementa-

tion on sensor mote platforms. Our experiments demonstrated

two results. First, under the PRISM framework, decoder view

synthesis generates predictors that matches the performance

of predictors generated by decoder disparity search. Second,

multi-view video coding systems should be robust to errors in

calibration, correspondence and view synthesis to fully reap

the benefits of redundancy in overlaps among cameras.

Overall, PRISM-DS seems to perform a little better than

PRISM-VS in terms of robustness. This seems to suggest that

sophisticated computer vision and computer graphics tech-

niques need not be necessary for distributed multi-view video

coding (as was the case in motion compensation for tradi-

tional hybrid video codecs).
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Fig. 4. System performance over different error rates.

(a) Original (b) MJPEG (c) H.263+FEC (d) H.263+IR (e) PRISM (f) PRISM-DS (g) PRISM-VS

Fig. 5. Visual results of “Ballroom” sequence at 8% average packet outage. Note the obvious blocking artifacts in MJPEG, and the obvious signs of drift in

both H.263+FEC and H.263+IR. PRISM-DS and PRISM-VS produced reconstructions that are most visually pleasing.

In future work, we would like to explore “smarter” en-

coders that are able to estimate inter-camera correlation based

on intra-camera properties such as edge strength. This would

allow us to gain higher compression efficiency. The regime

of low frame rate video promises to be an interesting area of

research, since inter-camera correlation could possibly domi-

nate intra-camera temporal correlation.
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